IFS
SAFEGUARDINGTM
Secure the business
value outcomes
of your self-managed
or partner-led project

ENHANCE YOUR PARTNER-LED
OR SELF-MANAGED PROJECT WITH
A STRUCTURED IFS ENGAGEMENT

IFS CUSTOMER SUCCESS

As a business embarking on an IFS system
implementation, you want to be sure agreed
project outcomes will be delivered and that
schedules stay on track.

Bringing together proven tools, methodologies and engagement
activities, the IFS Customer Success program proactively
identifies business growth and opportunity areas, constantly
refining your IFS solution to ensure maximum relevance and
lifetime value.

IFS SafeguardingTM provides structured governance
and independent validation to monitor progress,
ensure best-practices are in place and mitigate
issues and risks proactively.

Accelerate your solution implementation, assure delivery and
fully maximize commercial value throughout the system lifetime
with consulting services and components that suit your needs.

HOW IT WORKS
A subscription based delivery
model, backed by the tools and
best-practice methodologies
available within IFS.
Example IFS SafeguardingTM
activities might include:
Solution assessment
Technical architecture assessment
Review of any modifications or nonstandard practices
Code change boards
Robust governance
Scheduled access to top experts

BUSINESS BENEFITS
WITH IFS SAFEGUARDINGTM
IFS SafeguardingTM allows us to enhance your
IFS delivery and ensure success.
Embed independent professional oversight
—benefit from IFS expertise at each critical
touchpoint
Review the areas of highest risk
—IFS experts will verify key milestones,
collaborating with the delivery team
Agree a schedule of discrete activities
—receive invaluable feedback and
independent guidance at various points
throughout projects

THE 7 STANDARDS
OF SAFEGUARDING

Balance business demands with project
milestones—benefit from our experience in
completing over 3000 IFS implementations

IFS projects benefit from a structured
approach which is divided into seven
key areas:
1. Project governance
and communications
2. Project controls
3. Solution integrity
4. Code management
5. Technical infrastructure
6. Change management

Providing IFS access to all seven
standards enables more effective risk
mitigation and better proactive guidance,
improving the chances of project success

NEXT

STEPS
To find out more about the ways IFS SafeguardingTM
could help your business, email us at
lifecycleservices@ifs.com
ABOUT IFS
IFS develops and delivers enterprise software for customers around the world who manufacture and distribute goods, build and maintain assets, and manage
service-focused operations. The industry expertise of our people and solutions, together with a commitment to delivering value to every one of our customers, has
made IFS a recognized leader and the most recommended supplier in our sector. Our team of 4,000 employees and growing ecosystem of partners support more than
10,000 customers around the world to challenge the status quo and realize their competitive advantage. Learn more about how our enterprise software solutions
can help your business today at ifs.com
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